
GoGuardian Suite Logic Model

Problem Statement 

Districts and schools struggle to keep pace with an 

evolving digital environment, especially when it concerns 

creating a safe and productive learning environment. 

Managing students’ online activities to enable an 

engaging and safe digital learning environment requires 

time and energy. 

GoGuardian Suite (incl. Admin, Teacher, and Beacon) 

supports administrators, school mental health officers 

and counselors, and educators by providing guardrails 

for digital exploration, helping protect students from 

harmful and inappropriate content, and identifying 

online activity that may indicate a risk of self-harm, 

suicide, or violence towards others.

Participants

• K-12 administrators (including district and school 

leaders, chief technology officers, directors of 

policy, technology coaches, librarians)

• School mental health officers and counselors

• Educators
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Inputs: What does the 
GoGuardian Suite provide 
its participants?

Activities: What actions do participants take while 
using the GoGuardian Suite?

Outputs: What are the measurable 
results of participants’ activities within 
the GoGuardian Suite?

Outcomes: What will be the expected benefits of 
using the GoGuardian Suite to support a safe learning 
environment?

Web filter and device management 

interface for administrators that 

automatically blocks inappropriate 

online content and allows district and 

school administrators to manage 

network users and policies

Personalized dashboards that 

visualize student usage patterns

User interface that allows educators 

to manage personalized digital 

learning environments for students

1:1 or group video conferencing and 

live presentations for students

Student safety interface and alert 

management tool that provides admins 

and school mental health professionals 

with rich contextual information 

surrounding online activities that may 

indicate a risk of suicide and self-harm

A team of trained, US-based safety 

specialists available 24/7 to review 

and escalate Active Planning Alerts1

Customizable shifts and alert notification 

settings (school hours, weekends, and 

holidays) for student safety alerts

Customizable escalation lists to notify 

designated responders for Threats/

Violence Alerts and Suicide/Self-Harm 

Alerts2

Support student well-being with near real-time insights into their online activity

View and export (via data reports) granular usage data by student, 

grade level, and more, including school, district, and other  

organizational units (OUs) ll

Customize online content filter policies for students or groups ll

Generate reports of student online activity ll

Receive assistance with identifying online activity that may indicate 

a risk of suicide, self-harm, or harm to others through the student 

safety dashboard l

Create a safe and supportive environment for students inside and outside of the classroom

Number and nature of granular usage data, and number 

of data reports exported ll

Number and nature of online filtering policies created and 

modified by student and OU ll

Number and nature of times student activity reports are 

generated ll

Number and nature of times admins and school mental 

health officers view and interact with Beacon dashboard l

Filter, monitor, and block inappropriate content ll

Manage additional inappropriate content via Smart Alerts and 

Smart Rules3 l

Track missing devices by serial number, device type, user, and 

location via Theft Recovery l

Receive assistance with identifying online activity that may 

indicate a school safety risk l

Number and nature of inappropriate content blocked, 

by students and OU ll

Number and nature of inappropriate content blocked via 

Smart Alerts and Smart Rules l

Number of devices tracked or missing l

Number and nature of student safety notifications sent 

to administrators l

Differentiate learning experiences to meet students’ unique learning needs

Create personalized learning environments with flexible filtering at 

the individual student or group levels ll

Provide video conferences or live or on-demand presentations to 

students or student groups l

View and interact with student screens in near real-time during an 

active session (e.g., open/ close tabs, annotate screen, lock screen, 

take screenshots) l

Build Scenes4 to enable unique learning environments tailored to 

the current experience l

Communicate in class to students and student groups via Chat 

and Announcements l

Receive Off-Task Alerts l

Number and nature of student groups created l

Number and nature of video conferences or live or  

on-demand presentations provided to students l

Number and nature of educator near-real-time 

interactions with student screens l

Number and nature of Scenes built l

Number and nature of Chat messages and  

Announcements sent from educators to students l

Number and nature of Off-Task Alerts received l

Alerting qualified professionals to administer timely interventions

Receive assistance with identifying online activity that may 

indicate a risk of suicide, self-harm, or harm to others through 

alerts to designated responders who can quickly activate school 

response plans l

Utilize classroom management Commands and send custom Chat 

messages to students to guide focus l

Number and nature of student safety notifications  

sent to admins l

Number and nature of Commands used by educators l

Number of messages sent by educators to students l

SHORT TERM

• Admins identify early signs of concerning online activity enabling 

them to provide timely support to students

• Admins can make data-driven decisions about how best to design  

an online environment that meets the needs of students in their 

school or district

• Educators are provided with information to more easily filter and 

understand the online activities of students in their classroom 

• Educators can tailor instruction to specific student groups using 

easy-to-use Chat, filtering, and presentation tools 

• Educators can make data-driven decisions about how best to design 

an online environment that meets students' needs

• Students engage in a safe and supportive online environment free 

from inappropriate content

INTERMEDIATE TERM

• Admins can mitigate the risk of exposure to malicious online content

• Admins feel supported in designing an online environment that 

enables students to focus on their learning experience

• Admins feel more confident in their ability to safeguard students

• Admins feel more confident that their student support systems work

• Admins have greater confidence in the safety of their school’s online 

environment

• Admins foster a safer and more supportive educational experience 

as students engage in an online environment optimized for learning 

• Educators feel more confident in their ability to identify and respond 

when students need additional support

• Educators have a greater ability to manage their classroom’s online 

learning environment

• Educators can differentiate instruction in their classroom

• Educators can mitigate the risk of students being exposed to 

malicious online content

• Educators foster a positive school environment (e.g., educators can 

focus more attention on instruction)

• Students spend more time engaged in online activities relevant to 

their academic studies

LONG TERM

• Admins can safeguard their students through timely interventions

• Educators meet the learning needs of all students

• Students increase academic achievement as a result of increased 

time engaged in relevant academic studies

• Students feel more supported by their school’s mental health officers
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